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- Prepare students for the poem by telling them that the poem starts off
realistically before it wings off inno a thing called surrealism.

Gift by Sahtouris in Modern

Today I wear a warm red blood
Today men love me
A 1 gave me a seashell
A boy gave me a hammer

Today I sit on the sidewalk
And nail the feet of the passersby to the
They are all amazed
But no one cries
They stand and stare at the celestial advertisements
And the beggar who sells hot cross buns in the sky

Two men are talking
What is he ? Is he nailing our hearts
Yes} he is our hearts
Well be a poet

Are you
to

to
your feet

now?

- What does it mean to have your heart nailed? The poet nails the reader's
attention .

• Why doesn't

He wouldn't

Sahtouris
A poet nails
A poet nails

be practising

write a poem that
your attention
your heart
what he preaches.

said

Expansion into a Short Short Story
- Read The Man Wore Pajamas in the Antifiction anthology. It's by Montale.

Thia is a short short story about a man in pajamas who haunts the corridors
of a class A hotel looking at the piles of bed linen in the corners of the hall
ways.

- Stop the story after the first paragraph. Have the students describe the man just
from the little bit Montale tells them. What color are his pajamas? What
emotions do you feel about the man? Loneliness. What does he hope to find in
the dirty linen? A clue to the lives of the people in the hotel.



- Now read the paragraphs about the woman who peera through the crack in
way of her hotel room. The phone keeps ringing. She answers it.

e door

How do you know- What kind of person is she? Describe her. What is she feel
this when the writer tells you none of th~s information?
Who's calIon the phone? Is this the only person she ever
she ever go out of her room?

talks or does

- Now finish the story. How are the two people alike? Are hhey like you?

Writing Exercise
A Dry Run(from Lee Zacharias)

- Have the class describe a barn, a house,or a room. Start from the outside and take
a walking tour of the interior.

Describe the barn from the of view of a person who in love. Do not
mention that you're in love and don mention the lover.
What kind of animals do you see? Doves, cows, horses.
What kind of plants? Wheat, the sweet smell of new cut hay.
How does the barn look? Red, a new coat of paint, leather harnesses, clean stalls.

This time have everyone describe a barn from the point of view of a person
has just died. Do not mention death or the person who died. You want

to ask the teacher if any of the student's close relatives have passed away
recent before you do this exercise.

- Another variation on this is to describe the barn the eyes of a man
who has just committed murder.
What animals do you see now?Tel the students not to be too heavy on the
vultures.
What kinds of plants?
How does the farm pond look now?
How does the hay smell?
Describe the holes in the weathered siding of the barn.

Read These Prose Poems Aloud
Alternate with your partner in reading the students/work, or
their poems aloud.

them to read

Another method is to assign different points of view to each row. Some are
lovers, some mourners, some murderers. When you read their work aloud, have the
students see what emotions they feel. What are the clues in the text to each
emotion?

Tom Sauret, John Haw
Parker's Chapel High School
El Dorado
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As I ask the students
unusual about the them. (eg. a

fills sized room, or a a very

'YO'"''"''''?) I ask if what the word ~:~~~~~~~::~::: decideI them can guess means. I
V~_CV~~.Y the surreali dreams, ,et~. to

the to of sense & not-sense. I
about the difference between a picture a poem.

I sometimes do a round ofllThe a s game used
surrealists in group each row of students a blank sheet

Ask the first student in each row to write down a kind
(ego a , then fold over the paper so the word

be seen and pass the to the person behind them who then writes
kind of noun ego the name of an see at

Hepe,~t the for the verb, , prep. phrase or
sentence you choose for the exercise. (With directions,

you can avoid terms they not be .)
I read Sirnic's "Fcrk ," and about ways of

uncommon light. Ditto with II Bestiary••• II (you can
in this poem) and "To the • • •It All of

to or individual exercises.

1. a Ii of objects on the board (eg. chair, piano, dog, letter,
Ask the students to write a poem of 5 lines or more ( "Pork" as a model)
in which describe the object as if they did not know it was.

2. Ask the students to write a poem sirnilar to II 0 0 • It about their (or
someone 's) or face, or body. Ask them to use at least one

for each "part- they describe. (No fair using Sirnic'sl)

3.Put a list of objects on the board (can be like 1. or more exotic). Ask the
students to write a "How to ••• II poem to s , Talk about the
twist in the poem ( the cage, catching the bird, blotting out
the bars of the cage, br not the bird 9s song & the implications
therein, the of the portrait with one of the bird's feathers). Ask
them to do something comparabl.y "urrrea.L" in their poems.

Thisis a routine. I t an hour ...._6hUS \.;uu....'u.

be or



Fork

This strange thing must have crept
Right out of hell.
It resembles a bird's foot
Worn around the cannibal's neck.

As you hold it in your hand,
As you stab with it into a piece of meat,
It is possible to imagine the rest of the bird:
Its head which like your fist
Is large, bald, beakless and blind.

.Breerns

fir Tomaz, Susan and Georg«
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The second points the way.
True way. The path crosses the earth,
The-moon and some stars.
Watch, he points further.
He points to himself.

III

The middle one has backache.
Stiff, still unaccustom ed to this life ;
An old man at birth. It's about something
That he had and lost,
That he looks for within my hand,
The way a dog looks
For fleas
With a sharp tooth.

..
')~,- ~.(

Bestiary for the Fingers
of My Right Hand

I

Thumb, loose tooth of a horse.
Rooster to his hens.
Horn of a devil. Fat worm
They have attached to my flesh
At the time of my birth.
It takes four to hold him down,
Bend him in half, until the bone
Begiss to whimper.

Cut him off. He can take care
Of himself. Take root in the earth,
Or go hunting with wolves.

CHARLES SIMIC 394
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IV

The fourth is mystery.
Sometimes as my hand
Rests on the table _
He jumps by himself
As though someone called his name.

After each bone, finger ,
I come to him, troul>led.

V

Something stirs in the fifth
Something perpetually at the point
Of birth . Weak and submissive, .
His touch is gentle.
It weighs a tear.
It takes the mote out of the eye.

CHARLES SIMIC 395
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TO PAINT THE ;PORTRAIT OF A BIRD
For Elsa Henriquez

'. ~ , ' >. ~ '. : //
.'. -~- :~.~ '~r _~I..

• ' 4'

"

First of all paint a cage
its door standing open
then paint
something appealing
something shining
something bea ut iful
something tasty
for the bird
then lean the canvas up against a tree
in a garden
in a forest
or in the woods
find another tree and hide yourself behind it
silently
without moving a muscle
Sometimes the bird will come right away
but it could also take many long years
before it decides to
Don't become discouraged
but wait
wait if you ha ve to year after year after year
the earliness or lateness of its arrival
has no relation
to the success of the work
When the bird appears
if he appears
mainta in the most total silence
while you wait for the bird to enter the cage
and once he's in
softly shut the door with a quick stroke of your pa intbrush
then
one by one blot out all the bars of the cage
taking care no t to touch the bird 's feathers
Then pain t the tree's portrait

335
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choosing the most beautif ul of all its br anches
for the bird
also paint the green foli age and the fre shness of the breeze
the dust afloat in the sunligh t '
and the no ises of the inse cts in the grass in the int ense heat of

summer
and then wa it for the b ird to sing
If the bird does not sin g
it's a bad sign
a sign tha t the picture is bad
but if it does sing that's a good sign
th at is to say a sign th at you can sig n
Then you reach ou t and gen tly pluck
one of the fea thers of the bi rd
and you wr ite your name ov er in on e corner of the picture.

- M . B.

..



12, 1981

Dear Buffa,

I realize that these are very late, and a bit to boot, but
you still ~y be able to use them. Here are some recent ones I've used.

Title: n~lls~l1:..~-R!£.liQ!!illYby Amb ros e Bier c e (an entire book)

Author: Ambrose Bierce

To out devices of irony, sarcasm, humor. Also, tone & P.of V.

Grade level: school the more Ovyu~oticated the better.

Author: a student

Title:

Source:

Letter to
I don't have these here now.

Somehow, this works as nice device when students address their
There is some kind of mystical connection between these

one. Even real dummies have a lot to say.

Grade level: I've
would be successful.

tried it on school, but I would any level

Title: Essay on Occasional Poetry

Author;: ???

Source: Time magazine

Technique: A look at the (often) awful device of occasional , using the
examples cited in the Time essay. A stepping stone for writing one's own.

Grade level: Could be modified to almost any level, I would
help from the teacher--good group poem, possibly.

Title: "We Real Cool"

Author: Gwendolyn Brooks

Source: Almost any modern anthology.

with some

SuggestingTechnique: Gets students to look at themselves and their peers.
only 3 words per line many the form need to on.

Grade level: Best for junior high age where the students are very aware of
and their peers.



Title: II (Sometimes published

2

separately, but now in a book)

Author: many

the experience of a book into a very short poem,
for humorous effect.

Grade Level: Jr. Hi. - School. Teachers love it as an extra
to books students have read.

Title: poems and

Author: Derived from material at some

poems

convention.

Self-awareness, or when to characters
in books. (Form is to the students, but I don't have it here now.)

Grade level: Jr. Hi. and High School.

--CAm



from Anglo-Saxon Riddle

Dear Buffa,
I remembe another rm of poetry which I li to use: The riddle.

through Victorian era riddles.

In connection wi the An o-Saxon Riddle Poems, I like to do another....
ancient form revived by yourself--the curse (and blessing). Have you heard
the old Irish curse which goes. "Here's to King William across the Boyne Waters
with a knife in his heart and a fork in his liver ... "? Thanks, Buff'a '

CAm

Title:
Author:
Anthol

a-Saxon ddle Poems
~~t'arl Anonymouses

ually one in basic English Lit.
call ons around.

re are some

niques: Point of view, descri

I've y us
ne it would

ve (and/~r decent

th is in j r. hi.
in e1ementary

1• t I would



PITS POEM LIST

1. Jarrel~ Randall,
Williams, ed , ,
1973), p . 33.

"The Death of the Ball Turret Gunner," in Miller
(New York: Random House,

2. Hughes, Langston, "Cross,lI in Miller Williams, ed., Contemporary Poetry,
p. 3.

I ditto the two poems, eliminating line breaks, then ask students to
put in the line breaks where they "feel" should go. break "Cross"

to meter and ; "Dea.rh" break by syntactic unit. They
can then see the difference between the line in metered and verse.

3. Williams, William Carlos, "Poem"
Directions Publish Corporation, 1

York: New

This is the poem about the cat and the loset, but any Williams
poem in which line imitates content is a fine follow-up to the exercise
with and "Cross."

submitted by Karen Steiner
(more to come)



SUIILE

, or The

Yes, of course
I am a wretch,.
stitched +'ogether
as I am, ill-made,
criss-crossed, a head
on someone's body, ears
on someonets head, a hand
that flutters
from nowher-e
like a dark wing
alld murders xnnocen
as they sleep, sle
in the! r beds.
you've even seen
staring

rain-dark

• • '*

ne

~n~ryiv~n~ss, love,
to stand--

even in s
my art beats
like clat e
of same kicked

1975} •

After working a scare in the ary or
lower-level secondary dS, although even big ones seem to
like this) by early memories; remember tm basenent? the
thing under the bed? I read the poem, dramatically. I can then

ei ther two ways, or both: either up the idea of" ,
which case I imagine things we be and ask them to write

ems on some they think would fun, or in a more formulaic
exercise, I ask to construct the SI~ITLE , giving the
critter "junk parts lt from whatever concrete s they can
come up with. An be:

Legs like telephone
Voice a ~~s

s like old pancaK:es•••• etc.

1% helps if to Ii
body, hands, so on.
exercise; t
frightens not
you do this re recess, expect
the evil eve--evervbodv ttlrnS into Dracula,
nauseum.

first: head,
1S a high-energy

about wra t
• If

to give you
Hulk, etc., etc., ~

steiner
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Eot. ,ee•• are ia Iler Iliaas, Pe.tr.! ia
A.erica (NY: Rande. H.~s., 1973).

DISCUSSION: First, I iAstr~ct t.e .t~dents to J~t in aat•• aarks
wAerever tAey think the lines ireak ia 'otk tkese ,ea.s. r tAen
ask whi." '1)811. was easier: ItCross, It they say. Tkeir a41swer t.
&1 q~.sti.A, Why, always )rovokes so.e iisc~ssio. ot rAyae & aeter.
Does it so~( like anythiAg ye~'ve Aear. letore? AA, yes, they
s ••etiaes answer: a AyAS. Atter the co.versatie. 4ies dOWA, I
tAen ask tAea a'o~t ItG~.n.rlt: so•• will have troken it aceer4iag
t. a short- Ii.e leg!.; a .a. wi 11 aa s» got ten tAe orig!hI tora.
BotA make seaae , I r.aark,. i~t what aio~t that last 1i.e? 'Nhat's
dittereAt aie~t it? It's lo.ger, they eventually fi~~e, ieeause
the stateaent is so gross that the ~oet wants y.~ t. think a80ut
it aore. So, there is a legic to the o,en line as well.

I deA't a sk s tudent s te write fro. this 4isc~sieA, .~t sernett.es
I us e 'eth ,oems as exaa,les of "in4ireetioA" in Joetie stalJOaLl:lll
they are rally .aazed to know t the answer t. es'
question he's gonna die) is retleated iA the n of 1
devoted to t e father and I ok her, res~ectivell, or
Jarrell's eLI. is a clie aicrtion. I use this i.J~sle t.
thea to deseri.e scaething without lling what it is, ie, a



TS POEM LIST

Young,Da~d, "A Project for Freight Trains," Dew American
Review, no. 15, 1972, pp. 100-101.

Especially good for elementary students. ±he short prose
selection asks the reader to imagine specific words and
colors on freight oars (eg., "meadow--salmon pink"). and
to make up "sentenoes" using random arrangements of oars.
Has all the oharm of a erayola box!

from ner



PITS POEM LIST

1. J'emerov, Howard, "Prism," :L'he COll;eoted Poems of
Ho\'!ard"'I'emerov (The Universi ty-01 Chicago Press, 1977),
p.413.

2. Iemerov, Howard, "Quaerendo Invenietis," gollected
Poems, p. 413.

The above are "riddle poems" and can be read with
numerous examples of "hairpin turns" from previous
PITS anthologies to get students to see that poetry
is a form or indirection. Sylvia Plath's "Metaphors"
is also good.

"



the me1:amorJ:lho:51iso~ teclch::l.ng

(OVid,

poem

tr. Horace Gregory. New A.-nerican Librl1r)r: 1958)

Holly and I have had much success with OVid's particularized account of Daphne

and Arachne. Sttidents tend to know the meaning of the word ~i!:S~~~:!.,

and 're taken with the idea of a whole book of physical transformations,

especially one written by a 1st-century A.D. Roman. Before distributing dittoed

of the Daphne and Arachne selections, we talk about the need for precision

of external detail in ltdescribing" physical change, the need for

attention to particulars in order to inform and delight the reader. Next, we begin

as a group listing details appropriate to the transformation of a girl to a laurel

tree. As a rule, her become a trunk; her arms, branches; her hair, the wind

leaves. That's all very good, and we encourage them to go even further:

to reach for the unusual and more surprising possibilities in their use of detail.

Of course, they grow anxious to see what Ovid have done, and we distribute

an from his lengthy story of Apollo and Daphne. OUr ends:

and in a trembling voice
Called, "Father, if your waters still hold charms
To save your , cover with green earth
This body I wear too well, n and as she spoke
A soaring drowsiness her; grO'lrJing
In earth she stood, white thighs embraced by climbing
Bark, her white arms branches, her fair head swaying
In a cloud of leaves; all that was Daphne bowed
In the stirring of the wind, the glittering green
Leaf twined within her hair and she was laurel.

(Mentor, p. 46)

What the students like and hadn f t counted on is the rightness in the use of

adjective: "White," ltfair," "glittering." They frankly enjoy Ovid in a surprisingly

energetic way, and they can't wait to try a metamorphosis poem of their own. They,
write for some ten minutes, and then we begin the whole approach again with a girl

who becomes a spider. (See OVid, pp., 166-167 in the Mentor edition.)

What we like best about this routine is that we always get at least thirty or

forty minutes from it and many delightful peer-revenge poems. Too, Ovid is a fine

for oral recitation.

Bob Timberman! Hollistine Kost



JOE JACKSON

lu~ CaeSQr

The Roman Geezer

Squashed HIs Wlfe Wlth a Lemon Squeezer

After a few ludlorously lnapproprlate openlng remarks, 1 1 m
usually on the verge of 100slng whatever P.I.T.S. olass 1 ' m
meetlng for the flrst tlme. So at that polnt I of turn to
Joe Jaokson's old standby, the "Jullus Caesar' poem. I gOl up
and wrlte lt on the board. The olass frequently whl1e
1 1m dOlni thls, whloh 18 okay. There ls a oertaln amount
of drama to nav t he oem unfold her or e thelr e s, no matter
how many t a k oha Lk,"

xu -Is t ~ poem1· I ask them, ln surly or sWI_~~erlng or
s111y tones. !lYe.,· they out ~ out. "Do all poems e to
have rhymes1 1 I ask. INg.· they say.

We go on om there. We talk about 1:1 rna s lt into a
poem, lf lt :.I. 113 one. talk about the fun the silly a.
I ask them, melodramatlcally, !tHow dld he do 1t.- Tltters, la
Questlon helps to focus the male-female dynaml0 the ssroom.
Demonstrate squashing your Wife in a» lemon squeezer. Talk ou
Itsquashedlt, glve a pep talk for verbs (thereby 1ngratlat1 myself
with their tieachez , unl.esas she's an 1d10t), tell them Heman
Hem1n~~y said verbs were all. Go on to imagery, surprise, poem
can~ lead ln many more serlous dlreotlons.

I t look up the etymology of the word ·'geezer.1t ..

•



WARM UP EXERCISES AND MOTIVATIONAL TECHNIQUES

Sense Appeal

What is.

the sound of a rainbow
- the color of silence

the taste of black
the smell of thunder
the feel of fear
the color of desire
the sound of hatred
the feel of red
the taste of the hole of a donut
the sound of first breath
the smell of cold
the color of rain
the feel of sorrow
the taste of pain

Familiar Objects in a New Light

Rocking chair . . . Mother aid
Shirt in the light at night .. Stranger in the room
TV . . . Giant showoff in the room who just won't shut up
Lamp .. Smiling lady dressed in full gown
Car . .. Loud animal whose brain can be seen through holes in

its side
Nickel Frisbee for a frog

We limit ourselves too much in our writing by not considering
possibilities. Here are some possible things to do with familiar objects:

1) If your mother (or another member of your family) became an
object, what would she be? Describe her as that object.

2) If you became an object, what would you be? Describe yourself
as that object. Or be that object.

3) List all the P?ssible things you have pretended your bicycle
to be. Develop a poem or paragraph telling about your bicycle
as if it were one (or more) of those possibilities.

4) What was your favorite toy three years ago? How do you feel
about it now that it is gone? Describe that feeling. If the
toy isn't gone, tell how your relationship to it has changed.
How does the toy feel? What would it say if you would let it
talk?



THE PROSE POEM...
Conment:e about the prose poem, 01' "paraqraph;" by Vern Rut-sal-a
of prose poems entitled, oddly enough, Paragraphs.

his neLJ

The Paragraph is a prose poem, but it is also related to the fable, the
aphorism, the maxim, the character, and the joke, and may draw energy from
the ghosts of these forms in the way free verse is said to rely on the hint of
traditional meter .

. . . With luck the effect is essentially metaphorical in that, frequent
an object is made to seem to change its nature radically while continuing to
bear its usual associations. Whatever apparent distortions occur have to be
close to reality as in all metaphor, of course ..

The rhythm has to remain the rhythm of prose in which the phrase has
weight but only within the context of the sentence, just as, in turn, the
sentence exists within the overall structure of paragraph. When a n~r~crr~n,h

began to fall into lines it failed, and any conventional poetic heightening
struck a false note immediately. The surface had to be calm, even dry, in order
to allow the event to break through.

Form: How to move from A to B quietly but inevitably, while also strongly
suggesting that the destination is actually C and 0 or E.

A problem:
dull statement.

How to make something like poetry rise from the explicit, even
If this can be managed anything is possible.

Writing paragraphs--something considerably more than fillers--used to be one
of the legitimate jobs on a newspaper. It was a craft, and crafts should not be
allowed to die out.

* *

CAVE

by Vern Rutsala

*

The evening is a cave. You wander through it, lost but for a faint gliw~er

of light, a tiny bulb turned on and off, up ahead. You pursue the glimmer through
the slowest hours, your chair often moving at great speed, but the light always
blinks off as you get near it. It is like a single phosphorescent fish scale or
the smallest dime in the world and it is always out of reach. Even after the
crucial hours have passed--nine, ten, eleven--and you are in bed, you still wander
in the cave, searching all night for that tiny brilliant coin spinning just
ahead of you.



9. Other Syllabic Verse Forms

a) Cinqua,in

b) Englyn

A Circus Poem

Five lines with syllable count of 2, 4, 6, 8, 2

Four lines with syllable count of 10, 6, 7, 7.
In first line, syllable 6 announces the rhyme. Last
syllables of lines two, three, and four rhyme with
this syllable.

A. List ten things you see at the circus.

B. List two things you smell and describe what the smell is like.

C. List three things you like to eat at the circus. What makes them
taste best at a circus?

D. List five things where touch is involved or important, like a lion
hit with a whip, a tightrope walker and the wire, etc.

E. List five verbs that show action and fit c events, like,
"The t walker inches across the wi re . . . II

F. Name ten particular objects you might see at a circus, like the
Ingmaster's boot, a drifting feather from the trapeze artist's costume.

Try to think of little details that usually just seem to go unnoticed or
are taken for granted.

Now: Look over what you have listed and circle everything you think is
fresh, vivid, different; arrange these items into a short poem capturing
either a single event or a single moment in the circus.

C-o one farther: This can be done with a number
topics or events. Think up some.

A Christmas Poem

different..

A. List a dozen or so unusual, colorful verbs (like feather, tumble,
snip, twinkle, swish, or yawn).

B. List two dozen or so concrete nouns--nouns that can be seen, or
felt--nouns unexpected (like icicle, eggnog, apple, tinsel, ski, smile).

C. List some adjectives (unusual, colorful--but not too many). Some
examples: skybound, indigo, crumbly, bayberry night-warm.

D. Add a little discipline with structure:

1) Have no more than five words per line
2) Use no more than five adjectives and three adverbs
3) Concentrate on strong nouns and action verbs

Have the entire poem no more than twelve lines
Pay attention to the sounds



Imagination Exercises

After the mode of Carl Sandburg, construct a list of ten items
with three examples after each one:

"'-
coldest things: a bathroom winter morning

car steering wheel~ and a dog's nose.

three shortest things: a coffee
time between a light
behind you.

lete the following:

break~ a girl kiss~ and the
and the sound of a

1) I am happiest when.
2) When I think of feathers.
3) I like the softness of..

My pillow makes me. . .
5) I believe in.
6) When I am alone I like to.

My greatest is ...
8) My most vivid memory is ..
9) The most rewarding experience I've ever had involved...

10) When I am thirsty I. . .
11) Music helps me ...
12) I used to think that.
13) Before I grew up...

..



Messing Around

A. Name all the possible uses for a brick.

B. List every possible use that might be made of a brush, of the size
and kind usually used for painting a house.

C. You are left alone with a complete stranger. List 6 interesting
ways to Qjm/her involved in a conversation that is not controversial.
List 6 topics that could initiate the conversation.

D. List a single word to describe each of the following:

1) A supper made up of leftovers
2) Butts and ashes left in a tray after a long evening
3) Crumbs in the bed
4) A crowd rushing out on a football field before game's end
5) A bicyqle wreck
6) A party of ten girls and ane boy

E. Write a classified ad offering for sale:

1) A vest-pocket exercising kit
2) A portable tire pump that you can carry in your back pocket
3) A bed-making machine
4) A clothes-hanging-up-picker-upper
5) An untraceable poison
6) A four-inch section of clothes line
7) Your father's meanest look
8) The last bad meal you ate

F. Write 5 imaginary headlines that you would most like to see in
tomorrow's newspaper.

G. List 5 inventions that you think it is time for.

H. Your mind is Like a parachute: it's no use unLess it's open.
Using the same method, complete the following:

.1) Life is like a Bible:
2) Love is like a flying saucer:
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